
GAME SETUP
Each player starts with 3 Divine Grace tokens.

  

DIFFICULTY SETTINGS
You can fine-tune the difficulty of your B-SIEGED game following 
these rules.

FOOTMAN
When a Disruption occurs, the Avatar does not appear.

Enemies do not pursue the Messenger during the return 
stretch as explained in page 8.

Optional: Use only 1-3 Level Events.

KNIGHT 

When a Disruption occurs, the Avatar appears per the rules.

Enemies do not pursue the Messenger during the return 
stretch as explained in page 8.

Optional: Use only 1-5 Level Events.

DEFENDER
When a Disruption occurs, the Avatar appears per the rules.

Enemies pursue the Messenger during the return stretch, per 
the rules.

Optional: You can use all 1-10 Level Events, per the rules.
Optional: You can decide players do not start with any Divine 
Grace tokens.

THE MESSENGER
When the Messenger is on a side of the wall during the return 
stretch (see p. 8), he can be hit, just as the heroes. The Messenger 
only has one “hit point”, but if there are heroes on that side of 
the wall with him, players can assign the hits from Gargohs and 
Krohns to them. In the case of Mölens however, since their attack 
affects an entire Quarter, the Messenger will die (unless an effect 
prevents it somehow of course).

Note: If there are Krohns in a Zone 1 and the Messenger is alone 
on the adjacent wall , the Krohns advance to the Citadel, since the 
Messenger is not a hero.

Kickstarter Extra Messenger figure: You can use this extra figure 
to differentiate the Messenger that flees from the one that returns, 
or as the second Messenger when required while playing with the 
“Darkness and Fury” expansion.

THE CATAPULT
As stated in page 11, only one hero can be placed on the Catapult 
at the same time, and only that hero can use it (to orient it or shoot 
it).

The Catapult can be accessed from anywhere in the Citadel, and 
as stated in the “The Citadel” text box (p. 10), it does not belong 
to any Quarter. Furthermore, the Catapult is not a building. 
Accordingly, it cannot be hit by Mölen attacks, players may not 
place Reinforced tokens on it, it cannot be destroyed, etc. Any 
effect that affects buildings does not affect the Catapult 
unless it specifically says so.

Because the Catapult is not a building, a hero can use it more than 
once in a row during their turn, spending as many actions as he or 
she can or want to orient and/or shoot.

DIVINE GRACE TOKENS AND THE CATAPULT

If you get the “broken gears” icon when rolling the Catapult die, 
you cannot use a Divine Grace token to modify the roll, since this 
die does not have numeric values and Divine Grace tokens may 
only be used to raise or reduce by one the result of a roll.

REINFORCED TOKENS
Reinforced tokens are used to cancel hits, and they cannot 
be discarded to repair a damaged or destroyed building. 
When an effect such as the Market Resource card “Reinforced 
Foundations” allows you to place a Reinforced token on a 
building, that token can be later discarded to cancel a hit that 
would damage or destroy the building.
A building can have more than one Reinforced token on it. Each 
Reinforced token discarded from it cancels one hit.

It is possible to place Reinforced tokens on a damaged building 
to prevent further hits, and a damaged building with Reinforced 
tokens on it can be repaired as usual.
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RESOURCE CARDS

If a card effect damages a building and that building is already 
damaged, the building is not destroyed, the card is discarded 
and the effect does not trigger.

Whenever a player draws a Market card which allows 
him or her to draw a Resource card (such as “Bribes” or 
“Warlock’s Backroom”), he or she must draw that card from 
the corresponding Resource Pool deck, not from the Season 
Resource deck.

If an instant card forces a hero to lose Morale points and that 
loss would kill the hero, the hero is left with 1 Morale point.

“Cursed Ground”
The Sorcery Resource card “Cursed Ground” affects all 
enemies in the affected Zone, including the Avatar, which 
receives damage before the Enemy units. It loses a number 
of Vinculum points equal to the number rolled with the yellow 
die.

“Swiftness Potion”
The Sorcery Resource card “Swiftness Potion” allows the 
hero to perform any one extra action during his or her turn, 
regardless of the icons printed in the card.

PERMANENT ARMORY CARDS
If a hero can store more than one permanent Armory card in his 
or her sheet, he or she can only use one of the stored permanent 
Armory cards in each attack action, and must declare which one is 
using before making the attack roll.

MASSIVE ATTACK CARDS

Massive attack cards which affect several Zones always affect 
Zones of the same Enemy Field (the one adjacent to the side of 
the wall from which the hero is attacking) unless they specifically 
state otherwise.

ENEMY UNITS
GARGOHS

Each hit from a Gargoh subtracts one Morale point from a single 
hero on the adjacent Quarter. If the Messenger is on the 
corresponding side of the wall during the return stretch, he can 
also be hit by a Gargoh attack as if he was a hero.

MÖLENS

Each hit from a Mölen subtracts one Morale point from ALL heroes 
in the adjacent Quarter AND the Catapult. If the Messenger is on 
the corresponding side of the Wall during the return stretch, he is 
also hit by a Mölen attack.

 In addition, all buildings in that Quarter not protected by a hero 
becomes damaged (or destroyed if they were already damaged). 
Reinforced tokens placed on buildings can be used to prevent the 
hits, as normal.

Example: A player draws the Market Resource card 
“Plague of Kor’aggam”, which forces all heroes to lose 
3 Morale points. Eileen had 5 Morale points before the 
action; Orobox had 3, and Kador, just 1. After applying the 
effect, Eileen has 2 Morale points left, Orobox one, and 
Kador keeps his only one point.

Example: Lugh the Blacksmith can store up to two 
permanent Armory cards in his hero sheet. He happens to be 
equipped with a “Bow of the Grey Guard” and a “Repeating 
Crossbow”. His player wants to attack some pesky Krohns in 
a Zone 2 from the wall, and both Armory cards have effects 
that help the hero when attacking against a Zone 2. However, 
Lugh can only use one when performing an attack action: he 
can’t add the two dice provided by the Bow to the 3 dice 
granted by the crossbow, so he chooses to use the crossbow 
and roll three red dice. If he spends another action to attack, 
he could use again the crossbow or switch to the bow.

Example: Osvith the Paladin is on the Southern wall and 
decides to spend the “Logs!” Massive Attack card he has 
stored, so he rolls 4 dice against Zone 1 and another 4 dice 
against Zone 2 of the Southern Enemy Field. He may not roll 
4 dice against Zone 1 in the Southern Enemy territory and 4 
dice against the Western Enemy Field, for example.

Example: Kador the Sorcerer is in the Sorcery Tower (West 
Quarter) and Osvith the Paladin and the Messenger sit atop 
the Western side of the wall. In the adjacent Enemy Field there 
are 4 Gargohs (1 elite, 3 standard). When their turn comes, 
the Gargohs attack. Per the rules, they can hit every hero on 
the adjacent Quarter. In this case, they inflict 5 hits (the elite 
Gargoh performs 2 attacks) which must be divided among the 
heroes and the Messenger, since he happens to be on the 
wall. Fortunately for him, Osvith has 5 Morale and Kador 3 
Morale. Players decide to assign 3 hits to Osvith and 2 to 
Kador, and the Messenger is spared.

Example: Two Mölens attack the North Quarter. This means 
TWO hits to EACH hero and EACH building. Orobox the 
Mercenary is in the Northern wall, Lugh the Blacksmith is at 
the Tavern, Myrinia the Smuggler is on the Catapult, and the 
Smuggler’s Hideout has a Reinforced token. After the attack, 
Orobox loses 2 Morale points, Lugh loses 2 Morale points 
and Myrinia loses 2 Morale points as well. Since Lugh was 
at the Tavern, the building was protected, and does not get 
any hit. The Smuggler’s Hideout receives two hits. One is 
cancelled by spending the Reinforced token, and the second 
one damages the building. The Catapult is NOT a building, so 
it is not affected.
Note that if the Messenger had been on the Northern wall, he would 
have also received two hits, and thus he would have died (one hit 
would have been enough, as explained in “The Messenger” section 
above).
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DISRUPTIONS AND THE AVATAR

A Disruption only takes place during Step 3 (Enemy Spawning) of 
the Setup Phase when you obtain the same symbol in 3 consecutive 
Summoning rolls.

The Avatar has Resistance 4.

The Avatar may only appear once during a game. After the 
heroes manage to defeat it, it will not appear again if another 
Disruption takes place. However, remember that if the Avatar is 
already in play and another Disruption occurs, it recovers up to 5 
Vinculum points, to a maximum of 10 Vinculum points.

MINIATURE REPLACEMENT

When you need to spawn a certain type of enemy unit and there 
are no more miniatures of that type, you must follow the procedure 
outlined in the “Running out of miniatures” text box (p. 8): first 
you place as many of the required enemy units as you have left 
(regardless of whether they are elite or standard) and then you 
perform the replacement procedure as explained in page 8 of the 
Rulebook. The key is to bear in mind that it doesn’t matter how 
many miniatures you are missing: you always need to place the 
number and type of replacement units shown in the diagram.

Basically:

If you need 1 or more Krohns, place 2 Gargohs instead 
(1 elite + 1 standard).

If you need 1 or more Gargohs, place 1 Mölen instead.

If you need 1 or more Mölens, place 3 Krohns instead 
(1 elite + 2 standard).

Also, remember that if you need an elite unit and you only have 
standard units left, you have to use a standard unit miniature 
instead, and vice versa.

Example: Two Mölens are summoned, but there are no 
more Mölen miniatures left, so three Krohns are spawned 
instead (1 elite + 2 standard). If you don’t have any elite Krohn 
miniatures, you would place 3 standard Krohn miniatures. The 
reverse would be true as well: if you only had elite Krohns 
available, you would place two of them.

SPECIAL ABIL ITIES ERRATA

New text:

Archmastery: Whenever you spend an action to draw a card 
at the Sorcery Tower, you may draw an additional card from 
the corresponding Resource Pool deck.

Giant’s strength: Whenever you perform an attack action 
from the wall against Zone 1, roll three additional red dice.

Hammer and Forge: Whenever you spend an action to draw 
a card at the Armory, you may draw an additional card from 
the corresponding Resource Pool deck.

Intimidation: Whenever you spend an action to draw a card 
at the Tavern, you may draw an additional card from the 
corresponding Resource Pool deck.

Uncontrolled Wrath: Whenever you perform an attack action 
from the wall against Zone 1, roll two additional red dice.

Special notes:

Discipline: The Core Box includes a Special Ability token 
named “Discipline”, but this Special Ability is not explained in 
Annex 1. This Special Ability works exactly as “Precise Shot”: 
you hit with 3+ when attacking Zone 2.

Gifted and skilled: Please note the hero with this Special 
Ability can take ANY extra action, not only those corresponding 
to the icons printed on the token).

Example: Your group is playing with a 4 Spawning points 
board. You decide to start the Enemy Spawning step in the 
Northern Enemy Field. You make the Summoning roll with the 
Spawn die and get a “B” symbol. After placing the miniatures, 
you continue with the Western Enemy Field, and you get 
another “B” in that Summoning roll. Next, comes the Southern 
Enemy Field. If you roll another “B” symbol, a Disruption will 
occur, and you will need to follow the instructions in page 22. 
After that, you would make the last Summoning roll, for the 
Eastern Enemy Field. Obviously, the result does not matter 
anymore for Disruption purposes.

Example: Your group is playing with a 5 Spawning points 
board (the Southern Enemy Field has 2). Following the same 
order as in Example 1 above, you start the Enemy Spawning 
step in the Northern Enemy Field and roll a “B” in the first 
Summoning Roll Then, you roll an “A” for the Western Enemy 
Field. Next comes the Southern Enemy Field. For the first 
Spawning point, you roll a “C”, and for the second one, you 
happen to roll another “C”. Thus, if you roll yet another “C” for 
the Eastern Enemy Field, a Disruption will occur.

Example: Four Krohns are summoned, and there are only 3 
Krohn miniatures available (2 elite and 1 standard). All three 
Krohns are spawned, plus two Gargohs (1 elite + 1 standard). 
Again, if there are not enough elite or standard Gargohs, place 
two of the same category.


